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LaserTransducerSystemsfor
High-AccuracyMachinePositioning
Ihese reliable,modular syslems consisfof an HP twofrequency laserhead and interferometricopfics designed
on a machinetool or measuring
for permanent installation
machine,and a selectionof interfaceelectronicsfo couple
the laserto a computer,calculator,or numericalcontroller.
by Andrd F. Rudd and Michael J. Ward
.T HARPENING THE EDGE OF PRODUCTIVITY iS
D tnu endless task of the manufacturing industry.
Today, the principal means to this end are flexible,
technology-rich machines, designed to operate reliably on a continuous basis, automatically monitoring and adjusting themselves.
Accurate position determination is essential to
such machines. Constantly striving for more accuracy, many builders and users of machine tools are
now using laser interferometers as position transducers, permanently installed on their machines.
Computer disc drive manufacturers are beginning to
do likewise. A pioneer in the use of laser position
feedback is the integrated circuit equipment industry, which has used laser interferometers for many
years in step-and-repeatcameras,IC mask generators,
and mask measuring machines.
Hewlett-Packard's Model 5501A Laser Transducer
is designed for this type of service. As the basis of a
linear displacement measuring system, the laser
transducer delivers the advantages of interferometry
at a cost comparable to that of conventional devices.
With a single laser source, up to six axes of motion
may be monitored. A new remote receiver eliminates
the need to return the laser beam to the laser source.
An expanded choice of output electronics provides
for feedback control by computers, calculators,
or other controllers, or for digital display, or both'
Although the laser transducer is designed for original equipment manufacturers, simple installation
techniques make it suitable for retrofit by end users
as well.
Advantages of the Laser Transducer
The laser transducer offers several advantages
over conventional position transducers, including
inductive scales.linear encoders, and linear-to-rotary
motion encoders such as rack and pinion, roller on

PrintedinusA.

a way, or metallic tape on a drum.
Accurate within 0.5 part per million, the laser is a
linear standard, bringing to the factory a degree of
accuracy that formerly could be obtained only in the
standards laboratory. It permits positioning of machine tool elements by numerical control at least an
order of magnitude more accurately than other transducers. New and old machines alike can benefit, but
the improvement factor may be even greater on an old
machine with a worn lead screw. Periodic calibration
is not needed; the laser retains its accuracy because its
wavelength is locked to an atomic transition in neon
and to the velocity of light.

Cover: Our art director
creates a sculptural representationof the 5501ALaser
Transducer System for
m a c h in e - t o o l p o s i t i o n i n g .
His raw materials are a
machined part and sorne
chips, a cutting tool, laser
light,and threeof the rugged,
miniature Laser Transducer modules designed
for installationon a machine.
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Another advantage of the laser is good linearity-7,
better than 0.5 x 10
much betterthan metallic tape,
a linear scale, or a precision lead screw. Resolution is
also superior. The basic resolution of 0.16 micrometre
can be extended electronically to 0.016 micrometre.
The laser transducer is not limited to linear measurements. Using available optical options, it can
monitor straightness, yaw, pitch, or other parameters
of machine geometry. Long travel-up to 60 metres
(total of all axes)-can be handled.
The laser transducer is easy to install and easier to
align than glass or inductive scales or lead screws.
Little maintenance is required because the laser and
optics are not subject to wear. Reliabilitv and serviceability are enhanced by diagnostic circuits built into
the system electronics.
Remote interferometric design makes it possible to
keep the laser source, which generates a small

107024
RemoteLinear
Interferometer
Z Axis
10700A33% Beam
Splitter
10707ABeam
Bender
107034
Retroreflector
Z Axis

amount of heat, well away from the axes of motion
and other thermally sensitive areas.A wide selection
of optical components provides the versatility needed
for optimum configuration of a new machine or easy
retrofit of an old one.
The main disadvantage of the laser transducer is
that, like inductive scales, it requires considerable
electronics and signal conditioning. Also, to obtain
maximum accuracy it is necessary to compensate
for very slight changes in the wavelength of the laser
light caused by changes in the index of refraction of
air because of variations in temperature, pressure,
and humidity. Compensation is an added cost. However, the compensator can also be used to apply scale
factors and reduce known systematic errors.
Configuring a Laser Transducer System
The configuration of an HP laser transducer system

10780AReceiver
Z Axis
107014 50"/o
Beam Splitter

5501A
Laser Head

10707ABeam
Bender
10705A
SlngleBeam
Interferometer

Y Axis

Fig. 1. A typical Model 5501A
Laser Transducer Systeminstalled on a three-axiscoordinate
measuring machine. A sin gle I aser
source seryesall three axes.

is different for different machines.However, all configurations require five choices:
r A two-frequency laser source and associated
circuits
r Accessoriesfor each axis of measurement (up to
six axes)
r Optics to direct the laserbeam to the measurement
axes
r Output electronic format and options
r Cablesand power supplies.
Fig. 1 shows a typical installation on a measuring
machine.
The Laser Head
The source of the laser light for the 5501A Laser
Transducer Systemis a laser head that usesthe same
Iaser tube as the HP 5526A Laser Measurement
System.l-aFig. 2 is the laserhead block diagram.The
Iaserpackagehas been redesignedto reduceits cost
and make it more convenient for OEM applications,
and it now meets NEMA-12 standardsfor industrial
packages.
The lasertube has the advantagesof very long lifetime, instant-on service, and automatic tuning. It is
a two-frequency laser source; that is, the laser beam
contains two components at slightly different frequencies,polarized at right anglesto each other. The
frequency split is about 2x1o6 Hz, compared to the
Iaser frequency of some 1014Hz, and is produced by
an axial magnetic field which causesZeeman splitting in the energylevels of the laser medium (heliumneon gas).1
The laser system measuresdisplacementsby look-
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Fig,2, The laser source has the same long-lifetime, instanton, Nvoirequency laser tube that has been used for many
yearsin HP's LaserMeasurementSystem.

ing at the Doppler shift induced by the motion of the
displacements.Both frequenciesof laser light come
from the laser head to the interferometer,where they
are separatedoptically. One of the two frequency components is directed to the object whose motion is being
measured.There it is reflectedby a mirror or retroreflector (cube-corner)and returned to the interferometer.
The effect of the motion is to causea Doppler shift in
the frequency of the reflected component. The two
Iaser light components now differ in frequency by
the original frequency split plus or minus the Doppler frequency shift. By integrating the total positive
and negative excursionsin the difference frequency,
the system can find the net displacement in wavelengths of laser light.
The primary advantageof the two-frequency "ac"
measurementsystem is its much greater usable dynamic range, compared to older, single-frequency
"dc" laser interferometer systems. For example, in
the laser transducer system, the nominal output
power is 120 microwatts, but the power returned to
the laser receiver can be as low as four microwatts
and the laserwill continue to operatethe system.The
5501A Laser Transducer system takes advantage of
this wide dynamic rangeby moving the receiverfrom
inside the laser head, where space considerations
would limit the number of receivers,to the outside
world. As a result, a single laser head can drive up to
six linear measurementaxes;this can cut the cost per
axis significantly. Furthermore,the remote receivets
can be mounted wherever most convenient; the laser
light need not be returned to the laser head.
The laser head provides TTL-logic-leveldiagnostic signals that indicate the statusof its auto-tune circuit and supply voltages to the system controller.
Eight rear-panellight-emitting diodes give the same
pushbutton
information in visible form. A RETUNE
provides for manual tuning whenever the laser exceedsits auto-tunerange.The samefunction can also
be commanded by an external controller.
Accessories
Measurement-Axis
Three accessoriesare required on each measurement axis: an interferometer, a retroreflector or
mirrot, and a 10780AReceiver.
Three types of interferometers and reflectors are
available. The standard combination is the 1.O7O2A
Linear Interferometer with the 10703,4'Retroreflector. When spacefor optics and beam paths is limited,
the 10705A Single-BeamInterferometer may be advantageous;its reflector can be either a flat reflective
surfaceor the L07O4ARetroreflector.Twice the resolution of these interferometers is provided by the
10706A Plane-Mirror Interferometer; it is designed
to be used with a high-quality plane mirror reflector.
The 10780AReceiverconvertsthe Doppler-shifted

Load
Resistor

Fig.3. 107804 Receivers,one for
each measurementaxis, convert
the received laser light to electrical signals. Laser head and
receiver enclosuresmeet NEMA-12
stand ards for in du strialp ackag es.

laser light into electrical signals that can be processedby the rest of the laser system. The receiver
contains a photodetector, an amplifier and level
translator,a line driver, a level sensor,and local voltage regulators. Fig. 3 is its block diagram.
A lens on the front end of the receiver focusesthe
laser light onto the active chip of a silicon pIN photodiode. Between the lens and the diode is a small
piece of polarizing material oriented at 45 degreesto
the horizontal and vertical axesof the receiver.When
the receiveris mounted properly-vertical axis parallel or perpendicular to the axesof the laserhead-the
polarizer passes one-half the incident power from
each of the two incoming orthogonally polarized
components of the received laser beam. The resulting power on the photodiode chip is an amplitudemodulated sine wave; its frequency is the Dopplershifted split frequency, and its amplitude is proportional to the product of the incident powers of the
two orthogonal components.The photodiode generates an ac current, which is converted to an ac voltage at a frequency of fOOkHz to 5 MHz.
The detectedsignal voltage goesthrough a stageof
impedance transformation, two stages of voltage
gain, and a stage of level translation. The result, a
TTl-level signal, goes to a TTL differential line
driver, which is ac-coupledto the rest of the 5501A
system by a shielded twisted-pair cable. The output
of the line driver is a differential squarewave at the
Doppler-shifted split frequency.
The level sensordisablesthe line driver unless the
incident laser power is four microwatts or more.
The receiver enclosureis designedto meet NEMAL2 standardsfor industrial packages.The receiver is

mounted by its two aluminum end caps, which are
tapped for machine screws. Four plastic spacers
(part of the end caps)separatethe receiver casefrom
its mounting plate and allow full air circulation
around the receiver to carry away the heat it generates(nominally two watts).By using Nylon mounting
screws,the entire receiver can be electrically isolated
from its mounting plate; this allows ground loops to
be broken, which can be important when there are
large electrical transients in the dc power lines or
large ac ground cunents running through a machine.
Beam-Directing
Optics
The 1O7O7ABeam Bender and the 107004 and
tOTOIA33% and 50% BeamSplittersare designedto
"pipe" a portion of the laser beam to each measurement axis. To avoid beam attenuation,the beam splitters must be oriented so the reflected beam forms a
right angle with the transmitted beam and the two
beamsare coplanar with one of the polarization vectors of the input beam. Other considerations,and the
method of calculating path loss to make certain that
each axis has sufficient beam power, are given in the
Appendix.
OutputFormats
Many different output formats are available to
adapt the laser transducersystemto specific applications. Detailed information on all the output electronics options for the 55014 laser Transducer is
presented in the article beginning on page 7.
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APPENDIX
SomeThingsto Keepin MindWhen
a LaserSystem
Configuring
Multi-ilis systemsmust be designedwith sutficientsafetymarginin the powerreceived by the 107804 Beceiver. Computationof beam path loss is straightforward
'l
most
(seeexample).The minumumoutputpowerof the laserheadis 20 microwatts;
exceedthis figure. Each laser is measuredfor output at the factory.The outputpower
is relativelyconstant over the usable lile of the tube and tends to drop otf slightly
For
towardthe end.The minimumnecessarypowerat the receiveris four microwatts.
a three-axissystem,then,the powersatetymarginwouldbe 40 pW + 4 pW or 10:1.
are
Thingsare not quiteso simplein the realworld,however.337obeam-splitters
with dielectric
not actually33% but more on the orderof 33% t5"/". Beam-benders
coatingscan reflect99ol"of the light;these are the kind HP provides.Some beambenders are only 80-95% retlective,and using more than one causes the losses to
multiply.Cube-cornersare typically80% to 90% reflective.Dirt on the optics reduces the amount of light at the receiver.Poor alignmentof the oplics or the receiver
reduces the amount of light detected by the receiver photodiode.This specifically
includesmisalignment
of the opticscausingthe positionof the beamat the receiverlo
wander as the object being measuredruns down its travel. Fluctuationsot lhe refractive indexof air in the path of the interferingbeams,which can be causedby local
lemperature differences,cause the laser beam to lose some of its coherence and
may breakit for an instant.This willcausean errorin the counterpart of the system,
and will shut the systemdown. The smallerthe receivedsignalsafetymargin,the
shouldnot
more likelythe fluctuations
will be to breakthe beam.Thesefluctuations
be confusedwith air flow, which does not affect accuracyand repeatability.ln fact it is
index
to helpeliminategradientsin the refractive
desirableto havesomeaircirculation
of air.
Someof the modulesderivetheirsupplyvoltageslrom othermodules,and the voltage drops in the connectingcables limitthe total lengthol individualcables.The
fjve-voltdc supplyfor the 107404 Couplermustbe remotesensedat the backplane.
Other moduleshave specificmaximumcable lengthsdefinedfor specificsupply
voltagerangesas measuredal the sourceends of the cables.
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Calculating Path Loss

SPECIFICATIONS

the palh lossin an axis of the
One thingthat mustbe kept in mindwhencalculating
laserbeamis thatthe opticssplitthetwo frequencycomponentsof the laserbeaminto
two separatepathslor each axis and the lossesare normallycomputedseparatelyfor
each of the two components.Sincethe laserbeam is detectedby a mixingprocess
and the result is proportionalto the productol the powersof the two frequencies,the
loss bookkeepingcan be handled by calculatingan attenuationfactor for the path.
The overallattenuationfactor is then the productof all the individualattenuationfac-

HP Model 5501A Laser Transducer System
FESOLUTION:6 microinches(0.16 micrometres)or 3 microinches(0.08 micrometres) using plane mirror interferometer
NOTE: lncreasedresolutionavailablevia resolutionextension.
ACCURACY; :0.5 oarls Dermillion
FANGE: Up to 200 feet (60 metres)dependingon conditions(sum of axes for
multi-axisconfigurations).
andenvironmental
NUMBEROF AXES:Up to 6 dependingon systemconliguration
conditions.
MAXIMUMALLOWABLELASEF BEAM LATERALOFFSET:10.2 inch(t5 mm)
may be otfset by a maximumof 10.1 inch
An interferometer
or retrorefleclor
(a2.5 mm) sincethe reflectedbeam is displacedby twice the retroreflector

tors.
and the guaranteed
The minimumpowerat the receivermust be four microwatts,
so the maximumallowableattenuaminimumpowerout of the laseras120 microwatts,
tion factor is (4/120)'?: 0.00 11. Some typical attenuationfactors for transduceroptical modulesare as lollows(theseare worst-casenumbers,which must be usedlor
loss comDutation):
0.08
10700A 33% Beam SPlitter 33% side
0.38
107004 33% Beam Splitter 67% side
0.19
10701A 50% Beam Splittereach side
'107024 LinearInterferometer
1.00
0.80
107034 Retroretlector
'10704A Retroreflector
0.80
0.85
10705A Single-BeamInterferometer
1.00
107074 Beam Bender
withthreeaxes AssumelinearinterAs an example,considera typicalinstallation
pathlengths(sothe
ferometerson eachaxis,goodopticalalignmenl,and comparable
retative ellect of air turbulence may be left out of this quick calculation).Asume
that the three axes have the followingcomponents:
1O7O3A
Axis A: 107004(33%),107074,1O7O2A,
12\
(21
B: 107004(67%),10701A,1O7O2A,1O7O3A
(2),10702A,10703A(2)
(670lo),
10701A,1O7O7A
C: 107OOA
The attenuationfactors are, for each axis:
A x i s A : ( . 0 8 )( 1 . 0 0 )( . 8 0 )( . 8 0 )= 0 . 0 5 1 2
B: (.38)(.1e) (.80)(.80) : 0.0462
c : ( . 3 8 )( . 1 s )( 1 . 0 0 )( 1 . 0 0 )( . 8 0 )( . 8 0 )= 0 . 0 4 6 2
Here, B and C are worst case (net product is smallesl) but still have an attenuation
factor42 timesgreaterthan 0.001l. Thjs is to say, these axes can operatewith an
, ir turbulence,
a d d i t i o n a la t t e n u a t i o nf a c t o r c a u s e d b y d i r l , m i s a l i g n m e n t a
etc. of uDto 1142= O.O24.

displacemenl.
M A X I M U M A L L O W A B L E V E L O C I T Y T7 2 0 i n c h e s / m i n( 1 8 . 3 m e t r e s / m i n )
360 inches/min(9.14 metres/min)usingplane mitrorinterferometer'
ENVIFONMENTAL
NON-OPERATING: 40'F lo +167"F ( 40'C lo 75"C\ Ookto 95% relative
humidity.
OPEFATING:32F to 130"F(0'C to 55'C) 0% to 95% relative
humidity.
EXTREMETESTS:Allsystemmoduleshavebeentestedto withstandthefollowing
extremeconditionsi
Vibration:1Oto 55 Hz at 0.010 inch (0.25 mm) peak-to-peakexcursion
on all three orthogonalaxes.
Shockr30 g for 11 milliseconds.
E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c C o m p a t a b i l i t y ( E M C ) : N r l L - l - 6 1 8D1 f o r i n t e r magneticconditions
ference,susceptibility,
Power Excursions:1Omicrosmondspikesof 100volts positionedfrom 0'
phase.
to 360" ol Dowerline
PRICE lN U.S.A.:Typical3-axis system,$4000 to $7000 per ais, depending
OEM discountsavailable.
on configuration.
DIVISION:SANTA CLARADIVISION
MANUFACTURING
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
SantaClara.Calitornia95050 U.S A.
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Electronicsfor the LaserTransducer
The emphasisis on flexibilityand completeness,making
the system adaptable to virtuallyany combination of
controllerand machine.
by William E. Olson and Robert B. Smith

ELECTRONICS for the 55014 Laser
j-IUTPUT
\-f Transducer System are available in a variety of
forms. General-purpose interface electronics include
a universal binary interface for virtually any digital
processor or controller, a calculator interface based
on the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) and HP
programmable calculators, and a universal English/
metric pulse output for most numerical controllers.
A special low-cost interface for HP 2100 and 21MX
Computers, and a very basic quarter-wave pulse output are also available. Other electronic modules
provide for manual or automatic velocity-of-light
compensation and for the special needs of some
closed-loop systems.

four-bit bus carries error flags that indicate the existence of conditions that might make the data invalid.
Associated with the data, decimal point, and error
flag lines is a status line called Binary Data Valid
[BDAV).
Instructions are sent from card to card over an
eight-bit-wide instruction bus and two status lines
called Instruction Valid gNsvl and Operation Complete 1oec1.Instructions consist of two parts: a fourbit alpha address and a four-bit numeric command.
Each card in the system has its own hardwired address, fixed in some casesand selectable by means of
jumpers or switches in others. The modules and their
addresses are:

Coupler Houses General-PurposeElectronics
Fig. 1 shows all of the presently available generalpurpose electronic modules for the laser transducer
system. The modular approach allows the user to
choose only the building blocks he needs to configure a system to solve his particular problem.
Basic to the understanding of any system that
might be built using the blocks shown in Fig. 1 is an
understanding of the architecture of the one unit that
is always present, the 107404 Coupler. The coupler
is an enclosure that functions as a protective housing
for the working modules. Electrical interconnection
of the modules is furnished by the coupler's printed
circuit backplane, which carries the 86-pin connectors into which the modules are inserted. The coupler has no internal power supplies, but supplies
power to the modules from external power supplies
connected to a barrier strip on its rear panel. Three dc
voltages are required: +5V, +1bV, and -15V.
Numerical data is transferred between cards over a
28-bit parallel data bus on the coupler backplane.
Binary, coding is used. A four-bit-wide bus carries
decimal point position information, and another

Module
1O745A HP-IB Interface
1O7461'Binary I/O
1 07 5 5A Compensation Interface
1 0 760A General-PurposeCounter
1O761A Multiplier
1O762F' Comparator
10763A English/Metric
Pulse Outnut

Address

o
P
V
X,Y,Z,A,B,or C
M
X,Y,Z,A,B,OTC
X , Y , Z , A , BO
, TC

In general, a particular numeric command always
has the same meaning. However, different modules
respond differently to the same command. An important concept here is that of implied talkers and listeners.
One way to ,handle communications in a busoriented system is to address one module as talker
and one or more modules as listeners. This requires
two modes of operation, one for addressing and one
for data transfer. In a very general system serving
as the interface for many different types of units,
some of which have not yet been conceived, this very
formal organization is mandatory. In the laser trans-

Binary Data
Decimal Point
Error Flagg
System Null
System Resel
I-Mode
lnstructlon Valld
Operation Complote
Binary Daia Valld
lnatructlon
Sync Sample

o
t
.g
e
!
I
o
@

g
e
o
a

+15 Volts
-15 Volls
=15 R€lurn
+5 Volt8
+5 Roturn

e
F

Flg. 1. Model 107404 Coupler serves as a housing and communications facility for the other
electronic modules of the 5501A LaserTransducerSystem. Ihe user se/ects the building blocks
needed to configure a sysfem to so/ve his problem.

ducer system, howevet, it is possible to make some
agreementsand speed up the system.
For example, we can make the instruction lines
separatefrom the data lines and agree that all modules will continuously monitor the instruction
lines, looking for and reacting to only those instructions that concern them and ignoring those that do
not. This means that a particular instruction will
have any of severalmeanings,depending upon a particular card's point of view.
As an example,consider the instruction "2X". The
addressportion is "X", which could designatean Xaxis counter card in the system. From the point of
view of the X-axis counter the instruction "2X"
means that it should enable its data output buffers,
its decimal point position code drivers, and its error
flag drivers to the 7O74OAbackplane and set the Binary DataValid line true. To a 7O745A HP-IBInterface
card it means load this information into your data
register, decimal point code register, and error flag
register, and issue a servicerequest,sRQ,if there has
been an error. To a 10761A Multiplier, however, it
says take the data being output, multiply it by the
Iaser light wavelength corrected for changes in the
index of refraction of air. and storethe result. The X-axis
counter card was the implied talker and the multiplier and I/O card were the implied listeners. It was
not necessaryto addressthe counter as a talker or the
I/O and multiplier as listeners. This savestime and
circuits at the cost of a slight complication in the instruction set for the svstem.

There are four lines on the 10740A backplanethat
are dedicated to particular functions and always
have the samemeaning. Two are nonaddressedcommands and two are status lines. System Resetis the
command to initialize to some starting condition.
This command is generatedby the interfacemodules
during power-up; it can also be sent by the system
controller. Synchronous Sample is the command to
take present displacement information and load it
into output buffers. It is used to get a simultaneous
sample from all axes. L-Mode is a status code from
counters and comparators, indicating to the multiplier card whether quarter-wave (I/aJ or eighthwave (),/8) resolution is being used in the system.
System Null is a status code from comparators,indicating the system has arrived at the required
destination.
Counter
General-Purpose
Most systems based on the 7O74OACoupler will
contain one 10760A Counter card for each measurement axis (the exception is a closed-looptype of system in which the 7O762AComparatorcard, to be describedlater,replacesthe countercard).The 10760A
Counter is a general-purposecounter consisting of
line drivers and receivers, a resolution extender, a
pulse converter,and a reversiblecounter(seeFig. 2).
The line receivers accept two differential RF signals, one from the lasersource(referencesignal), and
one from the remote receiver (measurementsignal),
and convert them to TTL signals. The input signals

REF
EFF
MEAS
I'-EIS
REF A
REF-T'
MEAS A
MEAS A-

Command
Address
lnstruction
Valid
Backplane Data Bus

are then amplified by the line drivers for use by other
cards in the system. For example, the reference signal must be sent to each counter card and must be
daisy-chained because the line impedance matching
requirement and available line driving power do
not allow parallel connection. The measurement signal is also reproduced, and may be used for other signal processing, such as differential measurements using one measurement signal at the measurement input and another measurement signal at the reference
input.
The resolution extension circuit allows a user to select normal resolution of O.tO flm (6 p,in) or extended
resolution of O.OtOp,m (0.6 pin) under program control. The only drawback of the resolution extender is
the 1.2-inch-per-second slew rate limitation imposed
when resolution extension is in use. This is more than
compensated for by the real-time extension in resolution and resulting increase in positioning accuracy.
After the measurement signal has been resolution
extended (or not, depending upon program control),
the measurement and reference signals are converted to displacement information in the form of up/
down pulses, which are fed to a counter. This is done
by the pulse converter circuit.
The next functional block on the counter card is a
28-bit binary counter that counts the up/down
pulses from the converter to give total displacement
information. The delay between a position change
on the measurement axis and a change in the counter
is on the order of 0.4 microseconds depending on the
length of cable between the receiver and the counter
card.
In addition to these signal processing blocks, the
counter card also has several control and error functions. The error circuits constantly monitor the status of the counter and the conditions of the reference
and measurement signals at the input to the pulse
converter. If the reference signal is interrupted for
more than six microseconds a reference error bit is

Fig.2. Most sysiems will contain
one 107604 General-Purpose
Counter card for each measurement axis (up to six).

set. If the measurementsignal is interrupted or becomesinvalid becauseof excessiveslew rate, a measurement error bit is set. The error circuits monitor
the frequenciesof the two signals and set the respective error bit if prescribed limits are exceeded.
The counter status error bit is set whenever the
counter chain overflows or underflows. This error is
recoverable,that is, it can be correctedby moving the
retroreflector in the direction opposite to that which
causedthe overflow or underflow until the condition
is reversed.Thus no counter information is lost. This
is not the casefor referenceor measurementsignal errors. Should one of theseoccur, the measurementaxis must be returned to somegagepoint to redefine the
zero point.
The control circuits interpret system instructions
and causethe counter to perform the required operation. Test functions are included on the counter card
to allow the system controller to check the operation
of the,counter chain and error bits, the output buffer, and the pulse converter clock.
BinaryMultiplier
The 10761ABinary Multiplier card is designedas
an optional feature of the laser transducersystem.Its
main purpose is to perform the conversion of uncompensated fringe fquarter-wave)displacement data
from the 10760A Counter cardsto either metric units
(in millimetres) or English units (in inches) for
output to a controller. The multiplier card is not needed if the system controller can perform this conversion rapidly enough by itself.
Fig. 3 is a block diagramof the multiplier card.The
input buffer accepts and holds data available from
the coupler backplane.This may be velocity-of-light
information from a compensationinterface card (described later), displacement information from a
counter card, or any other applicable backplanedata.
The next part of the multiplier is a group of aNn gates
used as data control for the magnitude data stored in
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city-of-Iight (VOL) output, counter output, and multiplier output. The VOL output instruction is interpreted by the multiplier card as an input operation.
The VOL datais loaded into the buffer and then multiplied by the preselectedunits constant from the
constantsROM. The product is storedin the shift register for future use. This result representsa compensatedunits-conversion number for converting fringe
displacement data from the counter cards to the
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The 07834 Numeric Display provides the laser transducer systemwith digitaldisplayof singleor multiple-axis
displacementdata. lt is drivenfrom the Hewlett-Packard
Interface
Bus in eitherthe "ListenAlwavs"mode or the "Addressable"
mode.

s
!
I

ct

Clock
MUX Control

Fig. 3. Ihe 10761A Binary Multiplier is optional. lt converts
uncompensated fringe (quarter-wave)displacement data
from the 10760A Counters to either millimetresor inches.lt is
not needed if the system controller can perform this conversion fast enough.

the input buffer. These gates control the add-shift/
shift-only function (multiplication is accomplished
by repeated shifting and adding). From here the data
goes to the adder-shifter section of the card. The inputs to the adder are the outputs of the RNn gates and
the output of the accumulator. The resulting addition is fed back to the inputs of the accumulator,
which is a 29-bit register. The 29th bit is an overflow
bit used to indicate that the result of multiplication
has a magnitude greater than 28 bits. The multiplier
register is a shift register that can be loaded from the
accumulator or from a constants ROM (read-only
memory) which contains all the conversion constants
for the multiplier. This shift register's least significant bit controls the input buffer axn gates.
Besides the main adder there is a four-bit decimal
point adder that handles the conversion of the decimal point code for the appropriate measurement units.
These circuits are directed by the control logic,
which interprets backplane instructions and controls the execution of indicated operations. The control logic has a 10-MHz clock, which allows a complete multiplication in less than five microseconds.
Instructions recognized by the binary multiplier
card include reset, English units, metric units, velo-

On top of the calculatorare two 10783ANumeric Displays.
At left is the 10740A Coupler.
LED indicatorswith left-handdeciFourteenseven-segment
mal pointsallowample capacityfor displayingmorethan one
(A,B,C,X,Y,Z)
are suppliedwith
axisof data.Six axis identifiers
eachdisplaymoduleand may be insertedintothe speciallyde.107834
can displaysix
signedfrontpanel.As an example,one
point
for the X axisand five digits
digitswith sign and decimal
withsignand decimalpointforthe Y axis,witha spacebetween
can be placedin
the two numbers.The "X" and "Y" identifters
the front panelbelowthe appropriatedigits.
The charactersthat can be displayedare the digits0 to 9, a
minussign,the letterE and the decimalpoint.FrontpanelindicatorsincludeoN light,a light indicatingwhen the 107834is
"Addressed"and an overflowlightthat indicateswhen more
than 14 charactershave been received.ln an overflowcondition,the 14 leastsignificantdigitsare displayed.In additionto
theseindicators,
thereis a lamptestswitchfor checkingallsegmentsand indicatorsnot alreadyenergized,
Flicker-free
outputis obtainedby employingboth inputand
output data storage, The display digits are strobed at a
constantrate independentof inputdata transferrate.
Ronald C. Jensen
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preselected unit of measure.

Fig. 4. The 10755A Compensation lnterface card places an environmental velocity-of-hg ht compensation factor on the coupler
backplane./t gets this factorfrom
the 5510A Automatic Compensatoror from the 107564 Manual
Compensator.

to the compensation interface in BCD bit-parallel,
digit-parallel format identical to that of the b510A. A
small cutout in the front panel of the coupler allows
access to the thumbwheel switches that set the
number, and an update pushbutton tells the compensation interface that a new number has been entered
and should now be converted into the proper format
for the backplane.
The 10755A Compensation Interface card recognizes two instructions, output and update. Update
comes from the coupler backplane, from the manual
module's pushbutton, during system reset, and after
each output to the backplane.
When an update command occurs the interface
card waits for the completion of the next compensator
computation cycle. It then presets four BCD downcounters with the sixteen bits from the compensator.
At the same time it presets four binary up-counters
with a sixteen-bit binary word representing the least
significant sixteen bits of the binary representation
of gggOOoo.The BCD down-counters are then clocked
down toward zero, and simultaneously the binary upcounters are counted up. When the BCD counters
reach zero, the binary counters hold a binary representation of the lower sixteen bits of a binary representation of the compensation factor.
Operation with the manual compensation module
proceeds in similar fashion.
In addition to compensating for the variable
speed of light, the use of the compensation factor allows the operator to correct for thermal expansion of
the part being measured or worked. All dimensions
are normally referenced to their values at 68.0'F
(20.0'C); at higher temperatures they measure longer
or shorter than this, depending on whether the part
has a positive or negative coefficient of thermal expansion. The 55104 Automatic Compensator has a
special thermal probe for sensing part temperature.
The coefficient of thermal expansion is entered on the
front of the unit through a set of thumbwheel switches.
The compensator does the required computation

Compensation I nterface
Changing environmental conditions that result in
a change in the index of refraction of air cause a
change in the velocity of light and therefore in the
wavelength of laser light. Accurate measurements require compensation for this effect.
Model 10755A Compensation Interface card (Fig.
4) places the required compensation factor on the
coupler backplane when commanded by the system
controller. Most coupler-based systems will include
one compensation interface card.
The compensation interface gets the compensation factor either from the 5510A Automatic Compensator, a separate unit, or from the 107564 Manual
Compensation module, which plugs into the coupler. The automatic compensator measures the temperature,. pressure, and humidity of air and computes the index of refraction of air, n, and the compensation factor, 1/n, which is between 1.0000000 and
0.99S0000 for all earth-type atmospheres. Because
only the four least-significant digits change, the
compensator presents only these digits to the compensation interface card in binary-coded-decimal
format on sixteen parallel lines. The compensation
interface converts the data to a form usable by the
laser transducer system and outputs it to the coupler
backplane when commanded to do so.
In typical installations-workshops, laboratories,
machine shops-the compensation factor can
change over a period as short as a few minutes. The
5510,A,Automatic Compensator can compute a new
number as often as twice each second. Where the environment is closely controlled, such as in metrology
Iabs, the compensation factor changes very little during a day, and the data can be entered instead from a
10756A Manual Compensation module. This module presents the compensation factor, computed
from a formula or derived from tables in a handbook,
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automatically and modifies the compensationfactor
accordingly.The sameprinciple canbe applied when
using the 10756A Manual Compensationmodule.
A specialcheckmode of the automatic compensator
causesit to output the measuredvalues of pressure,
temperature, and humidity. These numbers can be
placed on the backplane by the compensation interby the systemcontrollerfor
face,and can be accessed
checkout.
setup or system
BinaryInterface
Along with the counter cards-one for each
axis-and the optional multiplier and compensation
cards,coupler-basedsystemsmust contain an inpuU
output card, which acts as the interfaceto the system
controller. The I/O card most suitable for a variety of
computersand digital controllersis the 10746A Binary Interface(Fig. 5).
The binary interface transmits data to the controller in the form of two 16-bit binary words. There are
sixteen lines for data output, so all sixteen bits may
be transmitted in parallel. Alternatively, only eight
lines may be used and the data sent as four eight-bit
words. Data from the controller is sent to the interface card in the same format, using either the same
Iines or a separateset of tri-state buffered lines that
are turned off during data output from the card,
Instructions come into the binary I/O card in the
form of eight-bit words on the same lines as data.
The transfer of an instruction or data word is controlled bv a commandline, which indicatesto the I/O
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card that the bit pattern on the input lines is valid information, and a flag line, which indicates to the controller that the data bits have been accepted. When
data is transferred to the controller the flag line indicates valid information and the command line indicates data accepted, a convention common to many
I/O structures.
Because instructions and data share the same
lines, the I/O structure has two modes of operation,
called command mode and data mode. In the command mode, information from the controller is
clocked into an instruction register and placed on
the system backplane as an instruction to all the
cards in the system, including the binary I/O card.
The binary I/O card's control logic then interprets the
instruction from the backplane and performs the required operation, if any. Once the instruction is
clocked into the instruction buffer the controller is
free to set up the next instruction even though the
transducer system may not have completed execution of the preceding one. This allows operation with
a fast controller in an interrupt environment.
There is a 36-bit data register on the binary interface card; 28 bits are used for binary data, four bits are
used as a decimal point location buffer, and four bits
are used as error status buffers. This register has two
separate tri-state I/O ports, one for backplane inpuU
output, and one for controller inpuUoutput.
When an instruction is received from the backplane to transfer data to or from the controller, the
control logic switches to the data mode. In the case of

t
,I

t

I

data input from the controller, the data register is sequenced by the control logic so that each time valid
data is available,that data is clocked into part of the
data register. If the card has been set (jumper selectableJ for 16-bit words, the first 1O bits of data are
Ioadedinto the upper bits of the registerwith the four
most significant bits being the decimal point location code.The next 16-bit word is loadedinto the remaining half of the data registerand the control logic
immediately switches back to the command mode
(error status bits cannot be loaded from the controller). If the card has been set for 8-bit words, the
first word is placed in the upper portion of the data
register and again the four most significant bits are the
decimal point location. Then three more data words
are acceptedand placed in successivelylower bit Iocations with the last word in the least significant
eight bits. The control logic switches immediately
back to the command mode after the fourth word.
If data is to be sent to the controller, the sequenceis
the same except that the control Iogic sequencesthe
data registerto put data onto the interfacelines, most
significant word first. If an error has been detected,
the upper four bits (decimal point bits) of the transmitted data contain all ones to indicate that an error
is being transmitted and the four status bits replace
the data in the next four bits. This allows the samesequence to be used for error transmission as for regular data transmission.
A jumper-selectabledata-mode-onlyconfiguration
causesthe binary interfaceto ignore commandsfrom
the controller. It will still transfer data,however, so it
can be used as an I/O device for some peripheral
other than the system controller.

HP-IBlnterface
Model 1.0745HP-IB Interface is the appropriate
laser transducer inpuUoutput module for any system
controller that is compatible with the HP Interface
Bus, Hewlett-Packard'simplementation of IEEE
Standard 488-1975. a well-documented interface
system (Hewlett-Packard lournal, January 1575)'
Such controllers include Hewlett-PackardModels
9815A, 9820A, 9821A, 9S25A,and ggSOACalculators, HP 2100-SeriesComputers with the 59310A
I/O card, or any HP-IB-compatible user-built controller. Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the HP-IB card'
The HP-IB card can operateas either a talker or a listener on the HP-IB. As a talker, it has two modes of
operation. First, when addressedto talk, it outputs a
string of nine ASCII* numeric digits followed by
ASCII carriagereturn (CR) and line feed (LF) codes.
A decimal point, also in ASCII, can occur anywhere
in the string of digits.
The HP-IB card's second mode of operation as a
talker is related to the servicerequest capability and
the serial poll mode. When an error in the lasertransducer systemis noted by any card, the card involved
storesthe occurrencein a buffer. When that card is instructed to output its data, it also outputs the contents of its error buffer. This error information is loaded into an error registeron the HP-IB card and can only be cleared with a reset command. The presenceof
the error condition causesthe HP-IB line called snQ
to be set true. The controller should be programmed
so that, when it recognizesthis condition, it executes
a serial poll, that is, it untalks and unlistens every*American
lnterchange
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Fig. 6. Ihe 10745A HP-IB lnterface is the laser transducer llO
card for system controllers compatible with the HP lnterface Bus.
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thing on the bus, then addresses itself to listen and
sends the universal command spE (Serial Poll Enable). Then it begins polling devices on the HP-IB capable of responding to SpEby sequentially addressing them to talk. Responding to serial poll, the HP-IB
card outputs an eight-bit status byte. The controller
takes the decimal value of the status byte and examines it to see if bit 7, the service request bit, is set
or not. If it is, bits 1 through + are examined to see
what combination of errors has occurred. The controller may then send a reset command to clear the
error register of the HP-IB card.
As a listener, the HP-IB card receives a four-bit
wide command and a four-bit wide address and combines them into an eight-bit wide instruction that
is sent out over the instruction bus on the backplane
of the coupler. Each time its address buffer is loaded,
the HP-IB card sets a backplane line called Instruction
Valid or INSV to the true state to inform cards in the
coupler to look at this instruction. Whenever rNsv is
true, the HP-IB card will not allow new data to be
loaded into its command and address buffers. It
sets the HP-IB line NRpn low whenever INSV is
true and it is addressed to listen. This informs the
talker on the HP-IB that the HP-IB card is not ready
for data (NRFD).The controller can, if so programmed,
unaddress the HP-IB card and service some other
device on the HP-IB while the laser transducer is
executing an instruction. This allows maximum use
of the HP-IB when a fast controller is used.
There are two algorithmic state machines or ASMs
on the HP-IB card. They operate essentially independently but because they share some common circuits

they do not operate simultaneously, One ASM controls the binary-to-BCD converter and the other controls the talker function.
Whenever an output instruction for another card
occurs on the coupler's instruction bus, the HP-IB
card takes the binary data, the decimal point position
code, and the error flags that are put on the backplane
as a result of the instruction and loads this information into its input data register, its decimal point register, and its error bit register, respectively. Then if
a conversion instruction occurs, the conversion flipflop is set and a signal is sent to the coupler backplane indicating that the instruction need not be
held. The output of the conversion flip-flop is logically aNned with a signal from the talker ASM signifying that it is not presently talking. The result is a qualifier input to the converter-control state machine.
When this qualifier goes true, the converter-control
state machine starts through its sequence of clocking
the binary-to-BCD converter and loading its output
into a random-access memory. Once started, it proceeds on its own until the conversion is complete, at
which time it clears the conversion flip-flop.
The binary-to-BCD converter takes the Z8-bit binary word in the input data register and, each time it
receives a clock pulse, outputs a four-bit BCD character. This conversion takes place least significant
bit first to most significant bit last. The 28-bit binary
word translates to a nine-character BCD word and
therefore it takes nine clock pulses to complete the
conversion.
Before clocking the converter each time, the converter-control ASM checks to see if the RAM address
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Fig. 7. The 107634 Englisht
Metric Pulse Output card is particularly appropriate for hardwired numerical controllers. One
is requhed for each axis.
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units). These same count pulses are routed through a
counter output agrees with the decimal point posidivide-by-N counter that allows the scaling factor to
tion code stored in the decimal point register. If it
be selected by the user, so that each output pulse can
does, the converter is not clocked but the RAM adrepresent any even tenth micrometre from 0.1 to
dress counter is advanced one. This leaves a space in
25.6 p"m [or 10 to 2560 i.cin).A quadrature coding cirthe data string for the decimal point.
cuit allows the user to select A-quad-B output coding
The converter-control ASM is clocked by a twophase clock with a frequency of g.gg MHz -+2oo/o. instead of the weighted up and down pulses. The Aquad-B output consists of two square waves in quadThus the time required for a complete conversion of
rature, with up/down information supplied by their
the 28-bit parallel binary number to a nine-character
relative phase: wave A lags wave B for an upward
BCD number with decimal point information is between 7 pcsand 10.5 trcs.The typical value is 8.4 1ts. displacement and vice versa.
An algorithmic state machine (ASM) controls the
To date, there is no controller that can call for a coninternal functions of the card and generates the propversion and issue a second command before the coner sequence of backplane instructions: synchronous
version is finished. But just in case one is built, the
sample; counter card output; multiplier card output;
converter-control ASM and the talker ASM are interand return. If there are two, three, or more axes, the
locked so they will not try to operate simultaneously.
multiplier card is shared by the several pulse outIn addition, the HP-IB card will hold up a data
put cards, and control of the backplane is transferred
transfer on the backplane until it finishes converting
from one pulse output card to the next in a regular
the number. To take the converted data in the RAM
sequence that is set during initial configuration.
and transfer it to the controller, all that is necessaryis
A feature of the pulse output card is its ability to
for the controller to address itself to listen and the HPenter a preset number into the general-purpose
IB card to talk, and put the HP-IB into the data mode
(nrrv false). When this happens the talker ASM takes
counter card. This is used to allow for environmental
compensation of the deadpath of the measurement
the four-bit-wide BCD data in the RAM, adds to it
axis. Deadpath is measured during machine instalthree additional bits to make it seven-bit ASCII, and
lation and converted to a code that is entered into
outputs it on the HP-IB. The talker ASM monitors the
switches on the pulse output card. During initializaNRpo line and the NDACline on the HP-IB and drives
tion,
the contents of these switches are preset into the
the DAVline in accordance with the rules of the HP-IB.
up-down counter portion of the pulse output card. At
the proper time in the initialization sequence, the
Fringe-to-lnch/MillimetreConverter Systems
pulse output card sends a count up instruction to its
A third type of interface system, one that is particuassigned counter card. When the pulse output card
larly appropriate for hard-wired numerical concounts down to zero, it stops the counter, which now
trollers, is based on the 10763A English/Metric Pulse
contains the deadpath, measured in quarter-wave
Output card. Such a system must have one 107604
fringe
counts.
Counter card for each axis, one 10763A English/
It
is
necessary to preset the pulse output card to a
Metric Pulse Output card for each axis, one 107614
displacement count equivalent to the fringe count
Multiplier card, and one 10755A Compensation
in the counter. This is easily done by causing the
Interface card.
The 10763A becomes the system controller for the
coupler backplane. It issues instructions to the
counter, multiplier, and compensation cards, which
convert the incoming reference and measurement
signals into compensated displacement information
in the form of a 28-bit binary number on the backplane. The pulse output card uses this data to generate up-down or A-quad-B signals representing total
change in position.
The heart of the pulse output card is a 28-bit comparator, which compares the 2B bits of backplane displacement information with the contents of a 2B-bit
up-down counter (Fig. z). Should the displacement
number increase, the comparator enables up counts
into the up-down counter until its contents are equal
to the displacement. These up counts (or down
counts for a negative displacement) each represent
0.1 micrometre (10 microinches in the case of English

Stopped,
Arrived

Oestination
Optical
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Analog Orive
Voltage

Fig. 8. /n closed-loopcontrolsystems/ike this one, the laser
transducer system receives a destinatron from the system
controllerand then takesover the task of moving the obiect,
notifying the controller only when the object stops or arrives
at its destination.
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counterto output to the multiplier, and the multiplier
to convert the fringe count to a compensateddeadpath displacement and output it to the pulse output
card. The pulse output card clocks this displacement
into its 28-bit data register,and begins a specialup
count to equalize the up-down counter and the data
register. During this time no pulses are sent to the
externalcontroller. When the specialup count is complete a ready line notifies the external controller and
the normal displacementdatatransferbegins.Should
environmental conditions change, the new compensation factor will operate on both the measured
displacement and the preset deadpath. This additional accuracy can be useful in some installations
where physical limitations make it impossible to
reduce the deadpath to the desired absolute
minimum.
During each data transfer the pulse output card
currently in control of the backplanelooks at the four
error lines on the backplane.Should one of thesebe
true, an error latch is set and an LED lamp is lighted
on the pulse output card to show which card has the
error state and what kind of error it is. A user option
allows the system to ignore errors on axes not currently being used, or to shut down the entire system
at the first error on any axis in use, or any combination. Each pulse output card has an ERRoR
statusline
brought out to the front of the card; these may be
looked at individually for each axis or wire-oRed
together. A backplane reset resetsthe error latch.
The pulse output card also allows the user to select
slow or fast maximum output pulse rate, and normal

or extended resolution (xO or x10) for each axis
individually.
Becauseeach axis does a complete data input to
pulse output cycle in approximately 11 microseconds
(33 g,sfor a three-axis system)the output pulses are
a real-time measure of the displacement.
ComparatorSystems
A specialcaseof lasertransducerapplicationsoccurs in certain closed-loop systems, such as that
shown in Fig. 8. The system controller sends the
laser transducer system a digital representation of
the destination of the objectunder control. The transducer system then takes over the task of measuring
the object'sposition on a real-timebasis,comparing
it with the desired position, and controlling the drive
motor. The controller is notified when the object arrives at the destination, or when it stopsfor any reason.
In systemslike this, Model 10762A Comparator
cards,one for eachaxis, replacethe general-purpose
counter cards described earlier. A binary multiplier
card, a compensationinterfacecard, and an binary I/O
card completethe electronicspackagein the 1,O74OA
Coupler. Also required for each axis are an external
digital-to-analog converter and a pulse converter
or user-defined encoder.
Fig. 9 is a block diagram of the comparator card.
The heart of the comparator is a 28-bit parallel subtracter with a built-in null decoder for the upper 24
bits. This circuit receivesfrom the I/O card and stores
a 28-bit digital representationof the object'sdestination along one axis. It also receivesand storesa four-
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SystemExample: Calculator/Laser
Controlled Measuring Machine
As an exampleof a completeelectronicspackagefor a laser
transducersystem,consider the followingselectionfor the
measuringmachinepicturedin Fig.1, page3.
lasercontrolled
measuringmachineusedfor checkingthe diFora three-axis
mensionsof partsthe systemselectedmight be:
r One 9820ACalculatoras a controllerand data handler.
Inr Three107834NumerlcDisplaysto displaydisplacement
formationalong the X-axis,the Y-axis,and the Z-axis.
r One 107454 HP-IB l/O card to get instructionsinto the system from the controllerand to get displacementdata and
error informationback out to the controllerfor distribution
to the displays,
Countersto measurethe
r Three 10760A General-Purpose
displacementalongthe threeaxes.
r One 107554CompensationInterfacewith eithera 5510A
or a 107564ManualCompensator
AutomaticCompensator
plug-infor velocity-otlight
compensation.
r One 10761AMultiplierrequiredto convertfringecount into
displacementmeasuredin inchesor millimetres.
r One 107404Couplerwith powersupplies.
The
A systemsimilarto this has been builtin the laboratory,
98204 program rncludespreset capabilityand completeerror
sensing and identificationroutineswith printoutof errors.The
updaterateis quiteadequatefor measuringmachineapplications.Sincethe slowestunitin the systemis the 98204Calculator,the adventof fastercalculatorsin the futurecan onlymake
the system run faster and more efficiently.In the short term, if
high speed is needed,the 98204 could be replacedby an HP
21MXor a 2100 Computer.In this case the 10745AHP-IBl/O
card might also be replacedwith a 107464 Binaryl/O card,
whichis moresuitedto the binarylanguageusedin computers.
The 107464can handleeitherB-bitor 16-bitwords whilethe
10745Ais restrictedto B-bitwords.A systemwould requirehalf
the numberof l/O cycles usingthe 16-bitword to accomplish

runfasterand moreclosely
datatransferandwouldtherefore
matchthe internal
architecture
of 16-bitmachines.
herehasbeensimplified
Theblockdiagram
to showonlyone
axis,A typical98204programto measurethe distancebetweentwo holeson a partwouldbe as follows:
OOG A G E " ; S T P I 0 : D I S P " GT
1 : C M D " ? U ) " , " 0 Ol2- V '
2 : D I S P " P R OT
BO
EH O L E1 " ; S T P I 3 : C M D " ? U ) " , " 1 X 2 X M 3 0 " , " ? 1 5 ' , R- E D 1 3 , A l
4 : D I S P " P R OTBO
EH O L E2 " ; S T P I - ED13,Bl
5: CMD"?U)","1X2XM30","?15";R
FT
X D1l . 6 ; C M D " ? U 1 " ; W R T- 1 3 , C l
6: B-A-+C;FM
7 : E N D-I

bit tolerance code representing the degree of precision required in positioning the object.
The act of loading the tolerance register and the
destination register causesthe digital output to be
forced to a null ot zero differenceregardlessofthe actual difference. This prevents the servo stage from
taking off in some uncontrolled manner as soon as
the destinationregisterof the first comparatoris loaded, and allows time for the comparators associated
with the other axesto be loaded before allowing the
system to move. However, this does not prevent the
subtracterfrom working. As soon as the destination
registeris loaded,the comparatorcard beginsto calculate the difference between the contents of a
28-bit wide up/down counter and the contents of the
destination register.The differenceappearsat the input of the output-driver/nulI-decoders.
To start the systemmoving, either'a synchronous
sample command or an addressed sample instruction can be given. In addition to taking the present
contents of the up/down counter and loading it into

the comparator's output buffer, these commands releasethe forced null that was applied to the null decoder when the destination register was loaded. The
digital differencein two's complement form then appears at the output of the comparator and is sent to
the external digital-to-analog converter.
Under the influence of the drive voltagefrom the Dto-A converter the object begins to move toward
the desiredlocation.This movementis sensedby the
laser transducer and translated by the pulse converter into up or down pulses.Fed into the comparator, these pulses cause the contents of the up/down
counter to change in a direction that brings it closer
to the value stored in the destination register,As this
happensthe digital differencebetweenthe desiredIocation and the actual position is continuously fed out
to the D-to-A converter to drive the object closer to
the desired location. When the upper 24 bits of the
up/down counter agreewith the upper 24 bits of the
destination register, the output of a four-bit comparator comparing the lower four bits of the dif-
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ference output to the four"bit tolerance in the tolerance register is examined. When the difference output is within the tolerance a null signal is issued both
to the outside world and to the coupler backplane.
This null is wire-aNned on the backplane with the
same output from other comparators. This system
null goes true only when all axes in the system have
achieved their desired locations within their individual tolerances.
HP Computer lnterface
An alternative to all of the systems described
above is possible when the system controller is an HP
computer.
Model 1o741A Laser Transducer Interface is designed specifically to provide fast data transfer from
5501A Laser Transducer Svstems to Hewlett-Pack-
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ard Zt00 Series Computers. Consisting of a circuit
board that plugs directly into a computer inpuUoutput slot (no coupler is required), this interface is a particularly convenient and inexpensive means of laser
transducer output. One board is required for each axis of measurement.
As with other output accessories,the 1.O74tA
Laser Transducer Interface receives the reference
and measurement signals from the laser head and the
107804 Receiver, respectively; it also can accept
some diagnostic information at the input connector.
The two radio-frequency signals are directed to a
dual-output mixer to generate up/down pulses,
which are in turn recorded in a reversible counter.
The accumulated count is then transferred to the
computer, and the computer has the ability to reset
the counter. @
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Using a ProgrammableCalculator
Terminal
as a DataGommunications
A discussion of the data communicationscapabilities
of the HP 9830A Calculator,with examples of
real-|ife appli cations.
by James E. Garlson and Ronald L. Stickle

El Y ADDING AN INTERFACE cable and plugging
Lf in a pair of special read-only memoties, the user
of an HP 9830A BASIC-Language Programmable Calculator can convert his machine to a versatile data
communications terminal. The calculator can be a
time-sharing terminal with the ability to exchange
programs and data with a timesharing computer,
can act as a binary synchronous remote batch terminal to a remote computer, and can communicate with
another calculator or terminal.

data. The 9830A's program language is BASIC,
which is well known to users of timesharing systems.
Another feature that aids the 9830A in its role as a
terminal is a set of 20 user-definable keys, called special function keys, that are available to store oftenused sequenceslike telephone numbers or user signon codes, Only a single keystroke is needed to dial a
telephone number, to send a user code, or to perform
an entire sign-on sequence including dialing.

IntelligentTerminal?
A question frequently asked is, "Is the 9830A an intelligent terminal?" Probably the best answer is,
"No, it's an intelligent calculator that has data communications capability," Most intelligent terminals
might be better described as preprogrammed terminals for specific applications. Typically, the intelligent terminal may be used to enter data from keyboard to storage based on a form, or to emulate the
functions of popular hardwired terminals, the most
prominent being the IBM 2780. Although the 9830A
Calculator can emulate the IBM 278O and can be used
to enter data based on a fotm, this is not its primary
function. It performs best as a stand-alone processor
that has data communications capability.
Although designed as a stand-alone machine, the
9830A has several capabilities that allow it to be conveniently converted to a terminal. These include aIphanumeric character manipulation (stringS), a
general inpuUoutput structure, 4,000 to 16,000 bytes
of expandable buffer memory, and a page-width,
high-speed printer. For timesharing applications, its
typewriter-like keyboard is easier to use than one on
which the letters and numbers are arranged in another format. For rernote batch, the calculator mass
memory allows efficient use of the communication
link and provides ample storage for input and output

Data CommunicationsOptions
When Hewlett-Packard first introduced the
9830A, the intent was to fill a gap between programmable calculators and computers. The 9830A is
designed as a stand-alone computing system that is
compact, inexpensive, and easy to use. Options are
provided by plug-in read-only memory (ROM)
blocks,
A terminal ROM, one of the first ROMs introduced, gave the calculator its original capability to
act as a timesharing terminal. With the terminal
ROM the calculator acted like a teleprinter. Programs
could be prepared off-line and edited in the calculator memory, and programs could be received into
memory from a timesharing system.
However, users were not satisfied simply to emulate a teleprinter. Requests were received for a mode
that would allow blocls of data to be sent to a computer
automatically. Also, the calculator was growing as a
small computing system. The addition of a disc with
a maximum capacity of 4.8 million bytes, a hopperfed card reader, and a medium-speed line printer
meant that more and more data could be handled.
The need arose to move locally collected information
to a larger computer, or to input data from a larger data base to a local data base at the calculator.
To satisfy these needs, a more powerful modem/
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Fig. 1. Modet 112844Modem
and Autodialerlnterface and
three plug.in data communica.
tionsROMs convertModel 98304
Calculatorto a data communications terminal.Depending on the
ROMs installed, the calculator can
acl as a timesharingterminal or
as a remote batch terminal.

autodialer interface was designed, along with three
plug-in data communications ROM blocks (Fig. 1).
The Interface Control ROM (Data Comm. 1) must be
installed for any data communications application.
To convert the calculator to a remote batch terminal,
the Binary Synchronous ROM (Data Comm. 2) is also
needed. For timesharing applications, the Interactive
ROM (Data Comm. 3J is used along with the Interface Control ROM.
TimesharingTerminal
The Interactive ROM converts the calculator into a
timesharing terminal. It does this by taking control of
the keyboard operating system. Normally, when a
key is pressed, a character is displayed. Adding the
Interactive ROM puts the modem interface into the

Fig.2. With the lnteractiveROM (Data Comm. 3) instalted,
received characters go directly to the calculator's display.
Whena carriagereturncharacteris received,the line ls transferred to the printer and the display is cleared. Characters to
be senl are typed into the display and sent by pressingthe
specialfunctionkey labeled TRANs^/ur.
At bottomis the special
functionkey templatefor the lnteractiveROM.
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keyboard loop. Now the calculator waits for keystrokes from either the keyboard or the timesharing
modem and displays this information on the LED display. A full display buffer (80 characters)or a carriage
return causesthe information to be printed on the calculator printer.
A special function key, labeled TRANSMTT
on the
template shown in Fig. 2, is programmed by the
ROM to send characters typed into the display. Two
other special function keys emulate the teleprinter
sHtpT and coNTRoL keys to generate control characters that may be required by a timeshared computer to
sign on, for editing, to break, or to end input sequences.
Unlike standard teleprinter or CRT-basedterminals
that use paper tape or tape cassetteto send programs,
the calculator memory is used to send and receive
programs. Instead of being prepared on paper tape,
programs are entered directly into the calculator
memory and edited line by line or character by character using the powerful editing features of the
9830A Calculator. Programs do not have to be in
9830A-compatible BASIC becausethe calculator syntax checking is bypassed by the ROM. For example,
FORTRAN, COBOL, or lines of text can be entered
and edited. Once the program has been prepared, it
may be stored on tape or disc as if it were a program
for the calculator. To send the program to a computer, it is simply listed to the modem as if it were being listed on the printer. To receive programs to the
calculator memory, a listing is requested from the
computer. This is normally done by sending a LrsTor
similar command. To route the program to memory
instead of the printer, the user sends LrsTfrom the display by pressing the special function key labeled
SAVE.
The calculator memory limits the size of programs
that can be sent or received to about 15,000 to 16,000
characters. Programs longer than this can be sent or
received by dividing them into segments that will fit
in the memory and doing partial listings. Or, programs may be sent and received using 98304 peripheral storage if the computer system has the capability to accept one line at a time and send an x-oN or

similar prompt to ask for the next line. In this case, a
BASIC program can be written for the calculator to
take program lines input from the keyboard and store
them as data on tape cassette. Then the tape is read
and the program sent to the computer by another
BASIC program (or a subroutine), with the calculator
listening for the prompts.
Because the controlling software that enables the
9830A to act as a timesharing terminal is in ROM, the
calculator can run local BASIC programs while
on-line with a computer. Since the modem interface
can be treated like any other peripheral, a local program
in the calculator can interact with a user program at a
timesharing system. This opens a new range of applications in which locally collected data is sent to a program at the computer. Data from the computer may
also be sent to a BASIC program at the calculator. The
latter capability has been used to plot data points received from a computer on a calculator plotter. Timesharing users often want to plot information received
from the timeshared computer. This is not always
possible because the computer system may not have
the proper plotter software driver. The 9830A, with
its plotter peripheral, can be used to receive and plot
data from a computer whether or not the computer
has a plotter driver.
The accounting department at HP's Loveland,
Colorado Division uses a 9830A Calculator with the
9862A Plotter to generate several local financial reports. The calculator is also used as a timesharing terminal to access programs and data on an HP 2000
Computer System in Palo AIto, California. To plot data received from the HP 2000, the program shown in
Fig. 3 is used. The receiver portion of the program is
quite simple. It sends a command to the computer to
start sending the information to be plotted. Then the
TREAD instruction puts the calculator in a receive
mode to read data into a series of strings until a "<"
character is detected (this is determined by uor z+ in
line 30). When the information has been received,
the user signs off from the computer using the calculator as a teleprinter-like terminal. To plot the data a
coNT 70 is executed. The remainder of the program
contains a search algorithm to examine the series of
string variables and plot the X and Y data points. The
program could be enhanced by adding a subroutine
at the end to label the axes from the calculator.
Another example of a 9830A serving as a terminal
is in the calculator manufacturing systems area at
HP's Loveland facility. Here a 9830A Calculator with
mass memory communicates with an in-house HP
3000 Computer to transfer master scheduling data
from the 9830A's disc drive to a 9-track magnetic
tape at the HP 3000. In this case, no telephone lines
or modems are used. Instead, the calculator is wired
directly to a multiplexer port of the computer.
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Fig. 3. A BASlC-languageprogram for a 9830A Calculator
used as a timesharing terminal to plot data received from an
HP 2000 Timeshared Computer System.

The portion of the programshown in Fig. 4 setsup
the calculator ds a terminal, signs on to the computer,
routine to copy masterscheand then calls the FCOPY
dule files onto the tape. Earlier in the program,the
9830A set up the files on the mass memory in the
proper format for the magnetic tape. When the data
transferis complete,the 9830A performsa programcontrolled sign-off from the computer and beeps
three times (cosuBzsoin line 242O).
The previous method of doing this same job required a substantial amount of keypunching to put
the printed output of the 9S30A master scheduling
program on cards for input to the HP parts allocating systemon an IBM 370 computer.Now, the 9830A
data is put on 9-tracktape via the HP 3000, and the
tape is carriedto the IBM 370.Eventually,the system
will be used to return data from the HP 3000 to the
9830A'sdisc drive.
The 9830Acan alsooperateasa terminalto non-HP
timesharing systems. One current application involves sending information digitized from contour
maps to a computer, which mergesthis information
with other inputs to plan where and how deep to
mine for coal. In anotherapplication,data collected
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Fig.4. A BAS|C-language
programto send data fromthe
98304calculator'sdlscdriveto a g-trackmagnetictapedrive
at a remoteHP3000Computer
System.
from several digital voltmeters controlled by the calculator is normalized and forwarded to a central computer from a remote test site.

minal. The emulation takes place on two levels. Operations defined for binary synchronous protocol are
performed by the Binary Synchronous ROM. These
include a CRC-10 checksum algorithm, code conversion, insertion of the necessary sync and other control characters,and automatic responsesto a block received correctly or in error. Functions related specifically to the 278O terminal are incorporated in a
BASlC-language program. These include setting
up a 400-character buffer, record delimiters, the option to suppress spaces, and the general operations
of the terminal.
Other parameters can be modified in the BASIC
program to tailor the calculator terminal to an application. A 132-column line printer can be substituted
for the 8O-column printer, or the 8O-column printer
can be used with characters beyond g0 continued on
a second line. Input can be from a card reader, keyboard, tape cassette,or disc storage. Output can go to
a printer, tape cassette,or disc. The BASIC program
employs special function keys with the template
shown in Fig. 5 to select the operation to be performed. The block diagrams in Fig. 6 illustrate the
flow of information through the calculator.
The special function key approach allows the user
to operate the 9830A batch terminal in a logical manner, For example, to build a job for the computer, the
user presses the caRns ro sroRAGE key. This allows
him to type card images from the keyboard onto tape
cassette or disc. When the input is complete, he
presses the sIcN-oN key and calls the computer. The
SIGN-oNkey is programmed to send a card for an IBM
systern of the form:
/*SIGNON

Remote Batch Terminal
Transferring data asynchronously as in the previous examples is usually successful only when the
amount of information communicated is small or
when a direct line connection is provided, as in the
HP 3000 example. Sending data without any means
of error checking and recovery is usually not successful when there is noise on the line or when accidental
disconnects occur. In such cases the calculator may
continue to listen to a dead line, or a complete data
transfer may be aborted and have to be restarted.
Where large amounts of data must be transferred, a
means of providing for transmission error detection
and recovery is required. Also, communication will
be more economical if a higher data transfer rate is
available. For the 9830A Calculator, error checking
and higher speeds are achieved by the remote batch
terminal configuration.
With ROM and BASlC-language software, the
9830A can emulate an IBM 2780 Remote Batch Ter-
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REMOTE 20

The remote number 20 is keyed in at the calculator by
the user. The 9830A will print a message +SrcNm oN
when the computer acknowledges the sign-on card.
At this point, the user can press MODEMTO LIST or
MODEMTO STORAGEto receive information from the
computer. To send the job that was prepared off-

TBSP CardsI
To Modem I

Cards To

I

Cdrds To

I

Cards To

I

TRSP Stor.
To Modem

Sloraae

I

Mode- To

Fig. 5. Specr,alfunction key temptate for the Binary Synchronaus ROM (Data Comm. 2), which converts the 98304
Calculator to a remote batch terminal.

Fig. 6. 98304 batch terminalon-lrneoperations.Specia/
in various
to be transferred
functionkeyscauseinformation
ways.
To MODEMto send
line, the user can press STORAGE
code from the 9830A storage media to the computer.
Other functions that can be performed by the
9830A Batch Terminal include:
r Off-Iine listing of 9830A storage files or cards
(cnnns ro LIST.sroRAGETo LIST)
r Send cards to computer (cnnos ro MoDEM)
r Send a one-card command keyed in by the user
(corr,tvnNn)
r Send a HASP sign-off card (srcNorr)
In addition, the editing programs can modify files
in 9830A storage that have been built by using the
MOdE.
CARDS.TO-STORAGE
Applications of the 9830A as a remote batch terminal usually employ the calculator as part-time terminal, part-time programmable calculator. BASIClanguage applications programs in areas such as accounting, engineering, statistics, medicine, and education are available for.the calculator. When a particular user's application exceeds the capacity of the
calculator, the problem is transferred to a computer
using the calculator as a remote job entry terminal.
Another typical application includes transmitting
data files collected locally to a larger data base on a
computer. Or, data stored on a computer system may
be transferred to the calculator for analysis or local report generation.
The only real limitation of the calculator as a terminal is that it cannot act as a multi-point terminal in
an interactive mode. It must be connected via a pointto-point link using binary synchronous communication procedures. Data transfer occurs on a file-by-file
basis rather than the inquiry and response mode associated with timesharing systems.However, the calculator can collect data either directly keyed in by an
operator, or input from instrumentation, cards, or
paper tape, or digitized from drawings. Later, under

program control, it can initiate a call to a computer or
be called by a computer to transmit the data.
In the calculator products laboratory at the HP
Loveland Division, a 98304 calculator tied into a
mass memory system with three other calculators is
used as a remote job entry station. Jobs, consisting of
the control cards for an IBM computer and ALGOLlanguage programs, are put on mass memory files as
card images directly from the 98304 keyboard. The
"cards" are then sent via telephone lines to an IBM
computer near Boulder, Colorado, where the ALGOL
programs are run. The resulting output is then retrieved via the calculator directly to another mass
memory file. The job output can be printed or saved
for future reference.
The BASlC-language emulation program can be
revised to include preprocessing and postprocessing at the 9830A. Preprocessing might include colIecting and organizing information into a format required by an applications program at the computer.
As a postprocessor, the calculator might generate locally formatted reports based on raw data received
and stored.
One example of post-processing with the calculator used as a batch terminal is numerical control (NC)
tape preparation by a midwest-based manufacturer.
Programs written in the APT (Automatic Program'
ming of Tools) language and JCL (iob Control Language) are stored as card images on a tape cassette.
This is done directly from the calculator keyboard
under control of a BASlC-language program. The
BASIC program not only allows generation of the
card images butalso editing, including deleting or inserting cards. When the tape cassette is ready, the calculator signs on to the company's IBM computer to
send the card images. Output from the APT processor is a listing with job statistics and EIA data for an
NC control tape. The job statistics are routed to the
printer; but the EIA data is put on tape cassetteand
later used off-line to generate the final punched tape
on the calculator's peripheral tape punch. Further
post-processing includes reading the tape via a
peripheral tape reader and verifying the NC program
by plotting the NC machine movements on the calculator's X-Y plotter.
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Calculatorto Calculator
Calculator-to-calculator communication provides
the widest range of options, Full-precision data arrays can be transferred from one machine to another
at rates up to 9,600 bits/second in either asynchronous or synchronous mode. BASIC programs can be
transferred from the memory of one machine to the
other, and for asynchronous rates up to 1,800 bits/second, one calculator can remotely control another.

-----r

Programs can be loaded, run, or stopped and peripherals can be activated. If, for example, a calculator
is connected to a disc containing several p.f,egrams,a
user at another calculator can call up and-,accessprograms from the disc via the first calculator. For data
tranitirissibn where error immunity is required, two
calculators can be configured as two remote batch terminals using binary synehronous communication
procedures,
Calculator-to-calculator communication can be
employed simply to move data from one machine to
another. In a typical system, a calculator interfaced
to a blood analyzer in pne clinical laboratory collects
data on blood samples and stores this information on
disc files. Another clinical laboratory 40 miles away
performs the same data collection onto tape cas-
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settes.This data is alsoforwardedvia 300 biUsecond
acousticcouplers to the disc files at the first calculator. Thus, the calculatordisc is used as a local data
basefor the two laboratories.
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